
Easter Sunday/ Monday WRS WA720 plus Head 2 Head 

Competition Prospectus  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 
Event Address: Lisnagarvey High School, Warren Gardens, Lisburn BT28 1HN 
 
Round:WA720 plus Head 2 Head. The round will consist of 72 Arrows as 
qualification WRS and then Head 2 Head Match play afterwards 
 
 
This is a World Record Status Shoot and anyone shooting the correct distance 
for their age will be eligible- see below 
 
Timings 
 Registration-9am  
 Assembly-9.45am  
 Practice-10am 
 
Important Information 
 
**Please note equipment inspection will take place prior to assembly** 
 
The CoJ and TO have the right to ask any person at the competition to change 
their behaviours of leave the field of play. 
 
If you wish to take pictures you will need to sign the appropriate registration 
form 
 
The shoot will be run under Archery GB and World Archery rules and Archers 
should be familiar with timing, signals and bouncer procedures. 
 
- Shooting will be in ends of 6 arrows (3 minutes). 
 
- An archer may enter a round in a higher age group than their own, but not a 
lower age group.  Should an archer wish to shoot 'down' an age group they will 
not be eligible for medals. 
 
- Dress regulations to be strictly in accordance with Archery GB Rule 307. 
 
- Archers must hold valid membership of Archery GB.  Alternatively members 
of WA affiliated organisations are welcome to shoot provided evidence of 
suitable insurance cover is provided.  Valid AGB / WA membership cards must 
be presented on the day of the shoot. 



 
Entry Fee: 
    Senior- £15 
    Junior-£10 
 
Entries close Thursday 28th March at 1pm   
Enquiries should be made Results Manager on nipa.tournaments@gmail.com 
  
Judges: 
Chair of Judges: John Kane 
Director of Shooting: TBC 
Field Judge: Stephen McCormick 
Field Judge: Aaron Craig 
 
World Record Status Styles and Category's for Distances 
Senior Recurve and U21 Recurve - 70m 
50+ Recurve and U18 Recurve-60m 
Compound, Barebow and U15 Recurve- 50m 
 
Results  and Target assignments: All results and target assignments including 
schedules and information will be posted to ianseo. Link to Ianseo 
Tournament (Sunday) Link to Ianseo Tournament (Monday) Any queries in 
relation to results should be made to the Results Manager (Aaron Craig) during 
the competition. Results will be unofficial until arrow value totals have been 
calculated-this will then be the official score recorded. 
 

 

All archers are expected to follow AGB Rules of shooting and code of conducts 

At Record Status tournaments you may be subject to drugs testing. Any person 

who fails to provide a sample will be deemed as a positive results. U18s should 

have a chaperone 

Prohibited list: 2023 Prohibited List | World Anti Doping Agency 

(wada-ama.org) 

More Information: The Anti-Doping Rules | UK Anti-Doping 

(ukad.org.uk) 

Archery GB strive to have a welcoming and friendly atmosphere at all levels 

of competition, and for everyone attending to leave having 

https://ianseo.net/Details.php?toId=16542
https://ianseo.net/Details.php?toId=16542
https://ianseo.net/Details.php?toId=16543
https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/world-anti-doping-program/2023-prohibited-list#resource-download
https://www.wada-ama.org/en/resources/world-anti-doping-program/2023-prohibited-list#resource-download
https://www.ukad.org.uk/anti-doping-rules
https://www.ukad.org.uk/anti-doping-rules


enjoyed their day’s competition. 

Archery GB welcome encouragement and cheering in support of competing 

athletes, in a good sporting manner. 

 We are asking all individuals to please think how you are behaving at 

events when supporting people. 

 Ask yourself what an acceptable way is to behave in a sporting 

environment. 

 Please treat others as you would like to be treated yourself. 

 When supporting people in matches please do so in good taste. 

 Please demonstrate good sportsmanship when supporting all 

athletes. 

o Examples of poor sportsmanship; the purposeful wrong calling of 

arrows or shouting loudly when an opponent is at full draw. 

If you feel anyone is behaving in an inappropriate manner at any 

competition you are attending, inform either the Head Judge or the 

Tournament Organiser, (both should make themselves known at assembly) 

The CoJ and TO has the right to ask any person to leave the competition.  

 

Scorecards- scoring will be completed by athletes. One athlete will record 

the score on one version of the scorecard whilst another athlete on the 

target will complete another scorecard, both will enter all the scores of the 

athletes on that target Scorecards MUST be signed by both the athlete and 

the scorer, have all the totals mathematically correct with the 10s and 9s 

count fully completed. Any scorecards where the 10s and 9s count are not 

completed a “0” will be given for the total of Golds and Hits count for that 

athlete. 

Any score cards not signed or the score total is missing will result in 

disqualification. If an Arrow value has been altered by an athlete and not a 

judge the arrow value/s that have been altered will be zeroed as a 

consequence. 

Elimination Round – scoring will be completed by athletes Athletes should 

swap scoresheets and complete each others scorecards. Both teams should 



verify that all scores are written and entered correctly before returning back 

to the shooting line. At the end of the match, the scorecard must be fully 

completed and signed by the athletes involved in the match. Any Arrow 

values changed by the athlete and not a judge this value will be zeroed as a 

consequence, any scorecards which have not been signed by the archer and 

opponent will be disqualified. 

 

 


